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NASA Artemis Human
Landing System

Lunar Exploration Fact Sheet
Dynetics is a key player in NASA’s Artemis lunar
exploration program and future expeditions to Mars
and beyond. We are becoming the “go-to” propulsion
provider for partners in both government and
industry.
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NASA Artemis Human Landing
System (HLS)
The NASA Artemis Human Landing System
(HLS) will land people on the Moon
by 2024. Dynetics is one of the prime
contractors selected for this award, serving
as prime contractor and system integrator.
The Dynetics Mission: In designing the
HLS, Dynetics will ensure affordability
by leveraging habitat, power, thermal,
and other subsystems from heritage
spaceflight programs. Using modern
technology to enable near-term reusability
and sustainability, Dynetics will provide
a robust, commercially supported lander
capability that is easily adaptable for civil
and commercial exploration.

Proven Past Performance
Dynetics is a proven disruptor within the aerospace
and defense industry. Over the last decade, Dynetics
has evolved from building small satellites to large
space flight hardware—developing a reputation as
a company that provides reliable, rapid, and efficient
space solutions.
Dynetics is the prime contractor building the
Universal Stage Adapter (USA) for NASA’s Space
Launch System (SLS). The USA will integrate the
Exploration Upper Stage (EUS) to the Orion crew
module while providing structural, electrical, and
communication paths. The USA will also provide
environmental control to payloads during integrated
ground operations, launch, and ascent phases.
Dynetics was integral to completion of NASA’s
SLS Core Stage Pathfinder, critical hardware
used to demonstrate core stage operations and
transportation, including routes for testing, assembly,
and launch. Dynetics supports numerous other key
programs, including the laser air monitoring system
for the Orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle, as
well as a miniature carbon dioxide scrubber for the
International Space Station.

Peregrine Lunar Lander
Astrobotic’s Peregrine Lander will
return America to the moon for the
first time since Apollo, precisely and
safely delivering payloads to lunar
orbit and the lunar surface on each
mission.
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The Dynetics Mission: As the
propulsion
system
provider,
Dynetics will integrate Peregrine’s
main engines and attitude control
thrusters, controller electronics,
tanks, and feed system into a single
system that performs all propulsive
maneuvers from cruise to soft landing
on the Moon.

NASA’s Lunar Gateway
The NASA-led Lunar Gateway, a space
station that will orbit the moon,
plays a critical role in ensuring that
NASA astronauts can land on the
surface of the Moon, while serving
as a vital platform to support future
missions to Mars and beyond. The
Maxar program is targeted for launch
by the end of 2022 and will provide
power, maneuvering, attitude control,
communications systems, and initial
docking capabilities for the Lunar
Gateway.
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The Dynetics Mission: Dynetics is
supporting Maxar to provide support
for the power and propulsion element
and aid establishment of a sustainable
presence on the celestial body.

Dynetics, a wholly owned subsidiary of Leidos, provides
responsive, cost-effective engineering, scientific,
IT solutions to the national security, cybersecurity,
space, and critical infrastructure sectors. Our portfolio
features highly specialized technical services and a
range of software and hardware products, including
components, subsystems, and complex end-to-end
systems. The company of more than 2,500 employees
is based in Huntsville, Ala., and has offices throughout
the U.S. For more information, visit www.dynetics.com.
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